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BACKGROUND
The diagnosis for the city of Colima showed two 
main risk factors that account for almost:

85%
of the traffic 

crashes
Through an infrastructure intervention, speeds 
will be reduced along the corridor with the 
highest density of traffic crashes involving 
children in the city of Colima. 

New traffic regulations implementing speed 
reductions will be adopted by the municipalities 
of Colima and Villa de Alvarez, aaccompanied 
by a communications campaign targeting 
authorities and the general public.
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OBJECTIVES

This project focuses specifically on reducing speed 
around schools, parks and sports facilities with 
high presence of children through enhancing road 
infrastructure and updating regulations setting 
new speed limits.  This solution has been widely 
documented by WRI, with worldwide evidence that 
supports a reduction of traffic crashes of up to 30% 
through enhanced infrastructure design.  

WRI will work alongside the State government of 
Colima and FedEx showcasing the benefits of 

PROJECT SUMMARY

GOAL
The main purpose of this project is to achieve speed 
reduction in Colima through safe infrastructure 
around schools, supported by updated speed limit 
regulations and stakeholder engagement, with an 
eye on enhancing speed enforcement efforts in the 
city.
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Colima traffic police will be engaged and 
assessed, laying the groundwork for 
strengthening speed enforcement. In addition 
to building support among local stakeholders, 
decision makers and opinion leaders.
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reducing speeds along the corridor with the highest 
frequency of traffic crashes involving children 
through an infrastructure intervention.  This will 
be accompanied by a communications campaign 
targeting the community in the immediacy of the 
intervention, municipal authorities, media outlets, 
car drivers and main opinion makers to disseminate 
the benefits and advocate for speed reductions as 
a solution to reduce deaths and injuries among 
children at the city level.
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The spatial analysis showed 4 high risk zones, 
where traffic crashes involving children coincide 
with high trip attractor sites for children: schools, 
parks, sports and cultural centers.


